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Increase Engagement, Inclusion, and Audience Size
Wordly provides real-time on-demand interpretation for meetings and events. The speaker's words are 

automatically transcribed and translated into 25 languages. Each attendee selects their preferred language, 

audio or caption output, and uses their own mobile device or computer. The platform is powered by AI 

which eliminates the need for human interpreters or special equipment, making it easy to deploy and very 

affordable for in-person, virtual, and webinar formats.
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All-in-One Live Translation Platform

Use for in-person, virtual, and hybrid events - including webinars.All Event Formats 

Benefits

On-Demand, 24/7 Access Since Wordly does not use human interpreters, it is always instantly available. 

Audio + Captions Attendees can listen to audio or read captions - providing a flexible learning 

environment that matches each person's preference.

Create customizable and reusable glossaries which can store up to 2,500 terms 

unique to your organization and industry.
Custom Glossaries

No need to worry about scheduling translators for your event - you can turn Wordly 

on instantly.
Streamlined Scheduling

For the typical cost of one or two human interpreters, Wordly delivers translation 

into 20+ languages.
Affordable

SaaS-based and runs in a secure, highly scalable environment - powering over 100 

million translation minutes and 30,000 sessions to date.
Robust Technology

No sound booth or special headsets required for attendees. Participants join with 

their personal mobile device or computer.
No Special Hardware 
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Full session transcripts translated into 20+ languages available after every session.Translated Transcripts

Fast and Easy Set-up Setting up a translation session only takes a few minutes - and does not require any 

IT involvement. 

Flexible Pricing Live translation into 20+ languages for one affordable price. Pricing based on 

number of hours and attendees.

Highly Scalable Works great for 2 to 30,000+ attendees. No need to worry about which languages 

attendees will need prior to the event.

High Quality Translation We regularly test the output to ensure quality is high - and have a custom UX to 

ensure organizer setup and attendee usage is fast and easy.

Features
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